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About This Game

Minimalism - platformer with a lot of levels, made in minimalist style - which is a cube protogonist. The game is a kind of
labyrinth consisting of levels, to go between them you need to open the doors with collected keys.

Features:
- 30 increasing complexity as you progress through levels

- Minimalistic design
- Good music
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Title: Minimalism
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
PixelMouse
Publisher:
PixelMouse
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2017
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Like other reviews said, the controls aren't great, there is an input delay, sometimes inputs don't even work, the ground is
slippery, the spike hitboxes are absurd, and the makers put in cheap trap spikes. Other than that, the game is a great way to pass
time. Will take you 10-20 hours to beat, but it will make you tear your hair out. It's only a dollar so I'd say its worth it.. You
need to have strong nerves to play this game :D. yes, the letters may look nice, that's what we're all thinking

don't let it fool you
behind it is well, a bad game
if you want a good platformer just be sane and get super meat boy or whatever instead
caused me so much pain when i didn't need it

do not buy even if its 79p. absolutely horrible game. Sometimes the jump command just doesn't work??? Nice one dev team
lmfao.. Is A Fun Game Only Bough For The Achievements But Overall A Good Game But Does Make You Angry.. It's... ok?
The controls are clunky and sometimes frustrating. There isn't a ton of substance or replay value. That being said it is cheap. If
you're looking for a time waster and don't mind banging your head against the wall for a little while it can be fun. CAn't deny
the satisfaction when you finally overcome that level that's been kicking your butt.. One of the worst games I've played.
The platforming is nice, the graphics are nice, but the controlls are worse than anything I've tried.
Kills every fun this game has to offer. At least there's achievements, but they are honestly not even worth it at this point.. it's
pretty hardcore here and there but it can be finished. Ehhh... I don't know. It's just average. It's an average platformer that plays
similarly, but much worse than Super Meat Boy. The block is very slippery - it feels as though you are on ice, and the jumping is
inconsistent. The other thing I really don't like is this game has over 160 achievements and 90% of them are based on collecting
letters in the levels. But the problem is many of the letters are placed in spots that guarentees you death forcing you to replay the
level. And the fact that you keep the letter after dying just proves that. Then you have to redo the level a few times to get all the
letters before continuing on (if you want the achievements). The problem with that is the Devs PixelMouse are "extending" the
duration of this game by doing that but in a very boring and unimaginative way. There are 30 levels and I've done 10 to
completetion in about 45minutes, so this game would only last you 3 hours max. But it's not worth your time really. There are
many better platformers out there like SMB, FEZ, Braid, Cave Story, Mega Man, etc.. I came here for the achievements.
Now not only do I need achievements, but also a new keyboard.
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If you contemplate buying this game for other reasons besides achievements. Don't.
The consept is good, but poorly executed. It will infuriate you.. pretty good game. The controls are just sad. Using spacebar got
my finger tired after about 15 minutes. Since it's a platformer I don't see any reason to use spacebar as a jump button, but you
can't change it here. The game seems pretty easy, that's why developers decided to make this game an ice level, so it would be
challenging.. Playing this feels like kicking yourself in the balls, but im a masochist.. Seriusly this game gives me cancer, the
game doesn't always react on a space click (jumping), I can see that I am on the ground, and I know that it's not my keyboard,
but else a nice casual hardcore game.

But plz fix the reaction on a space click. hard to get that achievments zz. VERY FUN!!!. bad controls, bad gameplay, S H I T
music
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